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ISTRUZIONI  PER  L'USO  E  LA  MANUTENZIONE
USE  AND  MAINTENANCE

INSTRUCTIONS D'EMPLOI ET D'ENTRETIEN
GEBRAUCHS-UND BEDIENUNGS ANLEITUNGEN
INSTRUCCIONES DE EMPLEO Y MANUTENCIÓN

INSTRUCTIES VOOR HET GEBRUIK EN HET ONDERHOUD

EIS.2



GB

Insert between glass door and  motor space the wood
part  to avoid door frame foldings  during
transport.Reinsert it when the cabinet is removed.

INSTALLATION
Take out packing and clean all the cabinet using warm water
together with 5% of neutral soap  then dry it with a soft-cloth; for
the glass parts only use specific products, avoiding the use of
water which can leave on the glasses limestone residues.
Keep a distance from the wall  of 10 cm at least. Cabinet must be
installed on a perfectly even surface (please level the unit settling
the adjustable feet) far away from any heat source (radiators,
stoves, etc) including sun rays.

Good running of the cabinet can be compromised in cases where
the airflow is  disturbed (wind, ventilators, air conditioning
outlets, etc).

Smooth running of the cabinet is assisted when sufficient air
is permitted to flow through the bottom of the unit; it is very
important that the grills at the base are kept uncovered.

Do not expose the cabinet to rain.

Install and  position the unit  in such a way so as to allow
easy access to the power socket.
Never use electrical equipment in the refrigerated
compartment. Never place containers of liquid on or
immediately above the ticket counter; should the content
spill out, it would damage the counter.

THE  REFRIGERATOR IS NOT SUITABLE FOR WORKING IN DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENT
WITH RISK OF FIRE, EXPLOSIONS AND RADIATIONS.

Operation is regular with ambient temperature indicated on technical data plate, placed inside the tank.

INFORMATIONS ABOUT USE

SEASONAL USE
When the unit is kept unused for a long time, please take note of the following procedures:

- unplug the unit;
- clean and dry well the tank;
- leave the glass door open to avoid possible formation of bad smells;
- cover the unit with a  curtain, place it in a dry room and  sheltered from the atmospheric agents.

10cm
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PUTTING   INTO  OPERATION
Check that the voltage on the identification plate is the same as that of the
network. THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LINE TO WHICH THE
REFRIGERATOR WILL HAVE TO BE CONNECTED IS TO BE
PROTECTED BY A VERY SENSITIVE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCH
(Rc=16A,Dc=30mA); IT IS ALSO TO BE LINKED TO THE GENERAL
EARTHING PLANT.  The manufacturer disclaims all responsability for any
damage to people or things due to incorrect observance of this rule. Earthing
is necessary and compulsory by law. Absolutely never use reduction units,
patch cords, adapters or multiple socket outlets to connect the counter.
DIRECTLY connect the equipment to the mains.

PERIODICAL  MAINTENANCE
Any further adjustments on the refrigerator necessarily require the
electric plug to be removed.  Check periodically the supply cable in order
to detect any damage. If  the power supply cable is damaged, don't use the equipment and
don't try to repair it: to prevent any risk, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, by a member of the after-
sales service staff, or anyway by a person having similar qualifications. In any case, none of the protective
elements (the grill, the carter) must be removed by non qualified staff. Absolutely avoid using the
refrigerator without such protection.The replacement of   neon tubes must  be carried out only by an
Authorized Service Center. The lamps have to be replaced by identical lamps only.

Periodically remove from the finned  condenser unit the impurity  (dust
and deposit) which remain among the  fins of the condenser, obstructing
a good circulation of the air .A dirty condenser reduces the performance
of the equipment, increasing the energy consumption.
Cleaning should be carried out with a soft brush or preferably with a
vacuum cleaner. The manufacturer recommends that  this  operation
be carried out only by an Authorized Technician.

For a good preservation of the cabinet's body a periodical cleaning is necessary.
EXTERNAL BODY: When necessary, the external body should be cleaned with a cloth and a neutral soap
and water solution.
STAINLESS STEEL SURFACES: wash with warm water and mild detergent, rinse well and dry with soft
cloth. Avoid scouring pads etc. which will spoil the finish of the stainless steel.
SURFACES IN PLASTIC MATERIAL: wash with warm water and mild detergent, rinse well and dry
with soft cloth; under no circumstances should alcohol, methylated spirits or solvents be used.
GLASS SURFACES: only use products specifically designed for glass cleaning; It is not advisable to
use ordinary water which can leave a film of calcium on the surface of the glass.
TANK  WASHING
Proceed as follows:
1) Place the goods in special refrigerated containers, kept at the same temperature.
2) Switch off the unit by pushing on main switch (if present) and unplug  the unit directly.
3) Leave the glass door open and begin the operation of tank washing  when the tank temperature is

equal to the ambient temperature.
4) Wash and  dry the tank using  neutral soap and  soft cloth.
Plug  in again and wait till the appliance reaches the right temperature before filling it again.
Do not use jet of water to clean the cabinet: electrical wiring can have damages.
Never use mechanical devices or any other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than those
recommended by the manufacturer.
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TEMPERATURE SETTING AND CONTROLS
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1) Main switch
2) Light switch
3) Thermometer
4) Thermostat

Defrosting is automatic. If you want to set a defrosting time,
just defrost the unit manually by rotating clockwise with a
screwdriver Timer pivot (6). (EIS45.2 - EIS55.2)

1) Main switch
2) Light switch
3) Thermometer
4) Thermostat
5) Defrosting led light
6) Defrosting Timer

MODEL  EIS 40.2 - 43.2
Each refrigerating appliance is provided with a thermostat  for automatic maintenance of the appropriate pre-
established temperature inside the tank. This temperature adjuster is gauged by the factory and should not
be touched by the user. Only if the average internal temperature is too cold or not cold enough should the
knob (4) turned. The numbers  are not  related to temperature values but only to knob reference position:a
higher number corresponds to a  lower temperature.  Defrosting is manual: we recommend a manual
defrosting when the frost layer  on the refrigerating shelves or on the tank walls exceeds 5 mm thickness.
In order to proceed see 'TANK WASHING'.

MODEL  EIS 45.2 - 55.2 - 41.2
Each refrigerating appliance is provided with a thermostat  for automatic maintenance of the appropriate pre-
established temperature inside the tank. This temperature adjuster is gauged by the factory and should not
be touched by the user. Only if the average internal temperature is too cold or not cold enough should the
knob (4) turned. The numbers  are not  related to temperature values but only to knob reference position:a
higher number corresponds to a  lower temperature.
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MODEL   EIS  42.2 C/D
Each refrigerating appliance is provided with a thermostat for automatic maintenance of the appropriate pre-
established temperature inside the tank. This temperature adjuster is gauged by the factory and should not
be touched by the user. Only if the average internal temperature is too cold or not cold enough should the
knob (2) turned. The numbers on the regulation plate are not related to temperature values but only to knob
reference position: higher number corresponds to a  lower temperature. All the units  are also equipped with
a "no frost" security thermostat (not adjustable) that avoid possible evaporator ice blocking.

1) Light switch
2) Thermostat
3) Main switch
4) Thermometer

MODEL  EIS 42.2
Each refrigerating appliance is provided with a thermostat for automatic maintenance of the appropriate pre-
established temperature inside the tank. This temperature adjuster is gauged by the factory and should not
be touched by the user. Only if the average internal temperature is too cold or not cold enough should the
knob (2) turned. The numbers on the regulation plate are not related to temperature values but only to knob
reference position: higher number corresponds to a  lower temperature.

On models that make the automatic defrosting,  if  you want to set a
defrosting time, just defrost the unit manually by rotating with a
screwdriver Timer pivot.
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INFORMATIONS  ABOUT  SERVICE
MALFUNCTIONS   AND   REMEDIES
Most of the functioning inconveniences are generally due to defective electrical connections. These
problems can usually be solved on the place.

The unit does not start:
- check that there is voltage at the wall socket;
- check that the unit is properly plugged.

The internal temperature is not cold enough:
- check that the unit is not placed too close to any heating source;
- check that there is not too much ice on the refrigerating shelves;
- check the thermostat position;
- check that the condenser is not blocked by dirt;
- check that behind the cabinet air can properly circulate;
- check the perfect closing of the glass door. the models EIS 45.2 / 55.2 are equipped with a device
   that, during door-open time, switch  off automatically the internal motor-fan.

The unit is noisy:
- check that all the bolts and nuts are properly fasten;
- check that the unit is placed on an even surface;
- check if any pipe or fan is in contact with any other part of the body.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THE
PRODUCT  IN ACCORDANCE WITH EC DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC
At the end of its working life, the product must not be disposed of as urban waste.
It must be taken to a special local authority differentiated waste collection centre or to
a dealer providing this service. Disposing of a household appliance separately avoids
possible negative consequences for the environment and health deriving from
inappropriate disposal and enables the constituent materials to be recovered to obtain
significant savings in energy and resources. As a reminder of the need to dispose of
household appliances separately, the product is marked with a crossed-out wheeled
dustbin.
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Carico max ripiano - Max weight on any shelf - Poids max pour chaque tablette
Höchstladen  für jede Ablage - Peso máx por estante - Laad max voor jedere plaat

EIS 45.2

EIS 55.2

32 kg

39 kg

EIS 45.2

EIS 55.2

A [mm] B [mm] C [mm]

420

520

560

660

687

787

G.Vol [dm³] N.Vol [dm³]

397

482

267

335



IARP S.r.l.
Via Grandi 43 - Zona Ind.le

15033  CASALE  MONFERRATO (AL)
ITALIA

modello, model, modèle, Modelle, modelo, modelle:

al quale questa dichiarazione si riferisce, è conforme alle seguenti norme:
to which this declaration relates is in conformity with the following standards or other normative  document:
auquel cette déclaration se réfère, est conforme aux normes suivantes:
auf welches sich diese Erklärung bezieht, entspricht folgenden Normen:
al cual esta declaración se refiere, es conforme a las normas siguientes:
waar de verklaring naar verwijst, conform de volgende normen is:

In base a quanto previsto dalle Direttive:
Following the provisions of the Directives:
Selon ce qui est prévus par les Directives :

Wie vorgesehen in den Richtlinien:
Según lo previsto por las Directivas:

Op basis van wat voorzien wordt door de Richtlijnen:

EC 89/336, EC 92/31, EC 2006/95, EC 93,68

Noi, we, nous, wir, nosotros, wij: :

dichiariamo sotto la nostra responsabilità che il prodotto: apparecchio di refrigerazione per  uso commerciale
declare under our responsability that the product: refrigeration  appliance  for commercial use
déclarons sous notre responsabilité que le produit : appareil de réfrigération pour l'emploi commercial
erklären unter unserer Verantwortung daß das Produkt: Kühlgerät für kommerzielle Anwendung
declaramos bajo nuestra responsabilidad que el producto: aparato de refrigeración para uso comercial
Verklaren onder onze verantwoordelijkheid dat het product: koelapparaat voor commercieel gebruik

DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITA'
DECLARATION  OF   CONFORMITY
DÉCLARATION DE CONFORMITÉ

KONFORMITÄTS ERKLÄRUNG
DECLARACIÓN  DE CONFORMIDAD

CONFORMITEITS   VERKLARING

EN  55014..................................................................................... Ed.1993
EN  55104..................................................................................... Ed.1995
EN  61000-3-2 .............................................................................. Ed.1993
EN  61000-3-3 .............................................................................. Ed.1994
EN  60335-1 ................................................................................. Ed.2002
EN  60335-2-89 ............................................................................ Ed.2002




